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I. Introduction 
difficult and complex procedure for any 
maintenance project is the initial investigation 
which includes understanding of programs of 
software with its source code. This research is 
undertaken for service orientation of monolithic legacy 
software, till now many formal understanding and 
comprehension methods have been presented but 
conceptually and practically differ from one investigator 
to the other. Easy and quick monolithic legacy program 
understanding with fast comprehension is major 
concern of the work which plays a very important and 
crucial role in the planning, designing, feasibility study 
and cost estimation for services orientation projects of 
monolithic legacy [1]. The empirical examples/case 
studies have been presented to explain how the 
processes can be used to support better and improved 
comprehension in the program and incorporated 
services. The role of Ha-Slicer tool and web-mining 
techniques have been presented with application that 
appear to be reasonable for manual and automatically 
grouping extraction of services semantically similar in 
monolithic software and components [2]. The clusters of 
services   understood,   extracted   by  these  processes  
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represent an abstraction of the program source code 
based on a semantic similarities which should be 
incorporated further to high-level design of target 
system. 
II. Problems for Understanding of 
Program 
This section shows a sample program as 
presented in fig. 1, an analyzed program is depicted in 
the left hand side of the fig. 2, contains declarations, 
initializations and embedded print loop for each of three 
strings. The strings are considered as primitive data 
type for this illustration with no shared functionality for 
printing. To understand this program the library of 
program plan has to be considered, which has 
previously compiled knowledge for composition of 
program in this domain as shown in fig. 3; fig. 3 shows 
the library plan which contains the program plan [3] that 
contains the class string or abstract data type. The 
understanding of services and translation for source 
code with including singly abstract data type can be 
performed if the mapping can take place between 
original source and complied knowledge in the domain 
of services which is shown in fig. 2. 
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Abstract - While working on modernization of large monolithic 
application; speed , synchronization and interaction with other 
components are the major concern for practical imple-
mentation of target system; as Service-Oriented Computing 
extends and covering many sections of monolithic legacy to 
web oriented development, these aspects becoming a new 
challenges to existing software engineering practices, the 
paper presents work which is undertaken for service 
orientation of monolithic legacy application including initial 
steps of service understanding, comprehension and extraction 
so that it can take a part in further migration activities to 
service oriented architecture platform. The work also shows 
that how several useful techniques can be applied to 
accomplish the result.
Keywords : web-services, ADT, SOA, clusters, compreh-
ension.
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Class String {
char locStr [SIZE]
String( char* intStr )
for (int a=0; intStr [a]; a+ +)
locStr[a] = intStr[a]; } 
printString () {
for ( int a=0; locStr[a]; a++);
     printf("%s", locStr[a];}}
main () main()
{ {
     Char* X, char* Y
     X=”string 1”; String X(“string 1”); 
     Y= “string 2”; String Y ( “string 2”);
      String Z (“string 3”);
…….
     ….. X.printString;
     …. ………
for (int i=0; Y[i]; i++) Y.printString;
printf (“%s”,Y[i]); ………
…………
Z.printString; }
   
{ 
}
……….
…………
for (int k=0; X[k]; k++)
printf (“%s”, X[k]);
………….
}
char* Z ;
Z= “string 3”;
for (int j=0; Z[j]; j++)
printf(“%s”, Z[j]; 
Understanding of 
string abstract data
type
Figure 2 : Presentation of understating of mappings of C code abstract data type in view of object code [3]
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 : String ADT within hierarchical plan program library [3] 
Code in the left hand side of fig. 2 is given to 
explain the problem of understanding for program plan 
with the known context of as in the sting abstract data 
types. Identification of services and duplicate code may 
result in one time instance and incorporation of abstract 
data types. Abstract data types functionalities has been 
implemented same types in the right hand side of the 
fig. 2 in the object code the same concept has also 
been implemented in any other service oriented 
frameworks.   
Suggested solution of the problems of 
understanding process is proposed in two phases, (1) 
investigate all instances of abstract data type in the 
source code with intention to convert them in services 
by abstract program features, (2) identify services plan 
blocks with program slices will relate to assure the 
hierarchical structure specified in the program plan 
based on knowledge. This can resolve the problem of 
knowledge management. Some useful advantages of 
identification are applied in the mapping of source code 
to the target service comprehension plan as when 
planning for replacing the source code by service 
oriented code resulting code will contain less code with 
same functionality and abstract data type and size for 
running, saving will be reduced, that will helpful for 
further implementation tasks.  Mapping of the source 
code to the services is the main elementary blocks for 
the service oriented plan [4] and establishing plan 
library for either translation of code or identification of 
knowledge; it will reduce the bigger task of 
understanding.
 III.
 
Applications of Slicing, Haslicer 
Tools for Service Identification
 Slicing based on Functional Dependence 
Graphs (FDG)
 
contains five phases as illustrated in fig. 4 
[5] the study conducted by Nuno et.al. The first phase 
parses the source code and originates the Abstract 
Syntax Tree instance t, which is
 
followed by an 
abstraction procedure that extracts the useful 
information from t
 
for constructing a FDG instance g 
with
 
estimating the different types of nodes. Actual 
slicing is performed in the third phase,
 
a slicing 
standard is composed here by a node of t and a 
specific slicing algorithm, the original FDG g is sliced, 
generating a sub-graph of g that is g’. The slicing takes 
place over the FDG to make the result which is always a 
sub-graph of the original graph.]
 
The fourth phase performs cutting AST t, based 
on the sliced graph g. At this point, each program entity 
that is not present in graph g’, is used to clip the 
correspondent syntactic entity in t, giving origin to a sub-
tree t’ of t. Finally, code reconstruction takes place, 
where the clipped tree t’ is consumed to generate the 
sliced program by a reverse process of phase one.
 
 
 
 
specialized by “string”  
AND  
AND  
index by instance  
    
 
String planning  
initialize string  
print string  
copy for char*  initialize the loop string  
formal charter  
copy the character  looping by char array  
AND  
OR  
indexed if function 
is printf, stringf  
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Figure 4 : Slicing Process [5] 
Haslicer [6] is a sample tool for slicing for 
monolithic programs as sample here entirely written in 
Haskell language that will cover forward, backward and 
forward dependency slicing. The samples are sliced by 
implementing the slicing [7] and mention some other 
problems which are fundamentals to service component 
identification as (1) the definition of the extraction 
process from source code and (2) the incorporation of a 
visual interface by the generated FDG to support 
programmer interaction. It is accepting now only Haskell 
code [8] but can be plug-in for other monolithic code 
written in functional languages including purely 
functional language.  
Fig.5 shows two snapshots of the sample 
working over a Haskell program [9]. Screenshot 5(a) 
shows the visualization of the entire FDG loaded in the 
tool. Notice that the differently colored nodes indicate 
different program entity types according to Table 1. Fig. 
5(a) reproduces the sub-graph resulted from performing 
slice over one of the nodes of the graph from fig. 5(b). 
Once a slice has been computed, the user may retrieve 
the corresponding code. The whole process can be 
canceled or started again with different criteria. 
 
 
Table 1 : FDG Edge Code
 
           (a)        (b) 
Figure 5
 
: Slicing Process with HaSlicer [6]
 
 
There are basically two ways in which slicing 
techniques and the HaSlicer tool can be used in the 
process of service identification; either as a support 
procedure for manual identification or as a discovery 
procedure in which the whole system is searched for 
possible location of services. In this section both 
approaches are applied and briefly discussed, the first 
approach applied for manual service identification 
guided by analyzing and slicing some representation of 
the legacy code. In this context, the FDG seems to 
provide applicable representation model. Through its 
analysis, the program designer can identify all the 
 
2: Abstraction 
3: Slicing 
1: Parsing 
Slicing criterion 
5: Code reconstruction 
4: Prune (t, g’) 
Code t:AST g: FDG 
Sliced Code t’: AST g’ : FDG 
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dependencies between the code entities and look for 
certain architectural patterns or undesired depend-
encies in the graph. The process starts in a top-down 
way, looking for the top level functions that characterize 
the desired service, once these functions are found, 
forward dependency slicing is applied, starting from the 
corresponding FDG nodes. It produces a series of 
sliced code files, that have to be merged together in 
order to build the desired services. Forward 
dependency slice collects all the program entities in 
which each top level function requires to operate 
correctly. Thus, by merging all the forward dependency 
slices corresponding to a particular service one gets the 
least derived program that implements it. 
The second approach uses slicing mentioned in 
the beginning of this section under the name of 
component discovery relies on slicing techniques for the 
automatic isolation of possible components. As per 
experience this was found particularly useful at early 
stages of service identification. Such procedures, 
however, must be used carefully, since they may lead to 
the identification of both false positives and false 
negatives. This means that there might be good 
candidates for services which are not found as well as 
situations in which several possible services are 
identified which turn out to lack any practical or 
operational concern. To use an automatic service 
discovery procedure, one must first understand what to 
look for, since there is no universal way of stating which 
characteristics correspond to a possible software code 
component. Thus, process has to look for services by 
indirect means, which certainly include the identification 
of certain characteristics that components usually bear, 
but also some filtering criteria. Therefore a possible 
criterion for service discovery is based on the data types 
defined on the original code. The idea is to take each 
data type and isolate both data types and every 
program entity in the system that depends on it. Such 
an operation can be accomplished by performing a 
backward slicing starting from each data type node in 
the FDG. 
Another identified feature for service-orientation 
task relates to the fact that interesting services typically 
present a high level of coupling and a high level of 
cohesion [10]. Coupling is a measure to estimate how 
mutually dependable two components services are, so it 
tries to measure how much a change in one service 
component affects other service components in a 
system whereas cohesion estimates how the functions 
as shown below [5] of a specific component which are 
internally related.  
In a service component with a low cohesion 
degree errors and undesirable behavior are difficult to 
detect. In practice if its functions are weakly related, 
errors may hide themselves in hardly ever used areas 
and remain unseen to testing for some time. The 
conjunction of these two measurement leads to 
discovery criteria, which uses the FDG to look for 
specific clusters of functions that is sets of strongly 
related functions, with reduced dependencies on any 
other program entity outside this set. Such function 
clusters cannot be identified by program slicing 
techniques, but the FDG is still very useful in 
determining this clusters. The HaSlicer tools compute 
the combined value where G is a FDG and F a set of 
functions under inspection. This is presented in study 
conducted by Nuno et.al. [5], which is depending on 
how easily or hardly service component discovery 
criteria are; then different acceptance limits for coupling 
and cohesion can be used. This will explain what 
clusters will be considered as location
 of prospective 
service components. Once such clusters are identified, 
the process continues by applying forward dependency 
slicing
 on every function in the cluster and merging the 
resultant code. 
  
 
Clustering for services of source code is based 
on semantic and structural information which is useful in 
the understanding and comprehension of monolithic 
software systems, on the other hand clustering can be 
used to support in re-modularization of systems and the 
identification of services from abstract data types [11]. If 
the program is to be reengineered for a service-oriented 
platform from a monolithic program this type of 
clustering would be very useful. The purpose is to 
decrease the quantity of source code when an engineer 
wants to observe at once and guess about possible 
relationships with the system not obvious from the 
current organization’s documentation. 
The method used here focuses on
 
using reports 
generated by conceptual approaches, for this case a 
vector represented by latent semantic indexing [12] is 
generated to compare services and classify them into 
clusters of semantically similar concepts and for huge 
program it can be partitioned into a group of only source 
code documents by which the features for each 
document are prepared. Program documents are 
divided semantically based on similarities for connecting 
other documents to cluster the source code. For this 
purpose there are many
 
applied clustering algorithms: 
construction, optimization, hierarchical and graph 
theoretical algorithms. There are also several other 
algorithms that use notion of hybrid concept applied for 
different classification for specific problems. The 
framework here proposes graph theoretic approach 
although numbers of other types of clustering algorithms 
have been used to cluster software program.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
To cluster the documents minimal spanning tree 
algorithm [13] can be is used if the document is similar 
to at least some documents in the cluster then it is 
added to cluster, this can give an opportunity to group 
together the documents of similar type. The 
measurement of similarity is calculated by the cosine of 
the two vector representations of the source code 
documents. The similarity values has [-1, 1] for a 
domain, with the value 1 being closely similar. Non 
required symbols can be removed by using simple 
parsing of the source code that can break the source 
into the proper way. Comment delimiters and syntactical 
reserved words are removed; they had to add little or no 
semantic knowledge for problem domain [14]. On the 
other hand information retrieval process will analyses 
such confusing words such as semi-colons with a 
completely non-selective characteristic between source 
code and service components. So the variation with this 
characteristic is very little like zero thus; if two 
components have a semi-colon then not sure about 
their similarity. For the uses of latent semantic indexing 
on natural language perspectives a paragraph or code 
section is used for document because sentences are to 
be small and chapters too large. Source code that has 
similar concepts are: function, structure, module, file, 
class, etc. Observably the statement granularity is very 
low and file containing many functions can be too big. 
V. Applying Web-Mining Techniques to 
Understand Services 
So many techniques have been developed in 
Web-mining for successfully analyze the structure of 
web-services [16]. These techniques undertake the 
internet based web as a large graph which is based on 
hyperlink structure to identify the intended web pages. 
This section presents the study shows the application of 
web mining techniques, how to apply them to trace and 
understand classes and web services. HITS web-mining 
algorithm [15] is suggested to identify hubs and 
authorities for the web services. The HITS algorithm can 
be combined with the compressed call graph. The 
classes which are related with excellent “hubs” in the 
compressed call graph are good candidates for 
introduction of aspects. 
a) Identifying Hubs and Authority in Big Web-Graphs 
The concepts of “hub” and “authority” are 
introduced by HITS web-mining algorithm [15], hubs are 
pages that refer to pages containing information rather 
than being enlightening themselves, for examples web 
directories, lists of personal pages etc. and a page is 
called an authority if it has useful information. Thus, a 
web-page is a good hub if it is providing useful 
information. A page can be called as good authority if it 
is used by many good hubs. The HITS algorithm is 
based on this relation between hubs and authorities. 
This example considers the web-graph shown in fig. 6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 : Example Web-Graph 
 
 
 
The HITS algorithm starts with initializing all h’s 
and a’s to 1, and repeatedly updates the values for all 
pages, using the formula (1) and (2). If after each 
update the values are normalized, this process 
converges to stable sets of authority and hub weights 
[15]. It is also possible to add weights to the edges in 
the graph. Adding weights to the graph can be 
interesting to capture the fact that some edges are more 
important than others. This extension only requires a 
small modification to the update rules. Let w [i, j] be the 
weight of the edge from page i to page j. The update 
rules become 
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Example: For given graph, the hub and 
authority weights to the following values:
In this graph, 2 and 3 are good authorities, and 
4 and 5 are good hubs, and 1 is a less good hub. The 
authority of 2 is larger than the authority of 3, because 
the only in-links that do not have in common are 1 2 and 
2 3, and 1 is a better hub than 2. 4 and 5 are better hubs 
than 1, as they point to better authorities. The HITS 
algorithm works as follows: Every page i get assigned to 
it two numbers; ai denotes the authority of the page, 
while hi denotes the hubiness. Let i j denote that there is 
a hyperlink from page i to page j. The recursive relation 
between authority and hubiness is confined by the 
following formula.
(1)
(2)
   
=     

i j
   
a j

i j
=     
hi
hi =ij[i, j].aj
and 
a = i[i, j].hi    j
aj
hi
 In the context of web-mining, the identification 
of hubs and authorities by the HITS algorithm has turned 
out to be very useful. Because HITS only uses the links 
between web-pages then can be used in services [15]. 
VI. Service Extraction Process 
The initial three steps of the service extraction 
process [18] as shown in fig. 7 represent the candidate 
service identification phase; candidate service 
identification is a challenging job, so a step-wise 
identification approach is designed. (a) Initially, the 
research finds how to utilize architectural reconstruction 
and source code visualization techniques. This step 
facilitates the proper understanding of code and to 
obtain structural properties of the source code [17]. The 
source code visualization technique presented by Geet 
et.al.[19] appears to be a good starting point. (b) The 
next step is to identify the design patterns [Gamma, 
1995], one of the largely studied and applied techniques 
in context of reverse engineering. This is the extension 
for design pattern detection and its applicability in 
legacy to service oriented migration. (c) In the last step, 
linguistic analysis techniques are used [20] and concept 
analysis is used to find appropriate concepts that have 
been applied in the source code.  The service extraction 
is performed after the application of concept slicing 
technique which can be further applied to extract the 
complete code generating the identified functionalities; it 
is fairly used to extract from source code various useful 
features for program comprehension [20]. It can 
independently extract from source code with the help of 
code query method. [21], that helps to extract abstract 
data type and common concern features, this extraction 
maps source code to service composition, the language 
features then supports the fixing composition related 
issues, in order to build new services. The main 
advantage of extraction is to generate services by 
component effective approaches then compose them to 
achieve target system implementation. With all these 
steps, process has achieved a simplified identification of 
candidate services in the monolithic code. 
a) Service Understanding and Extraction Guidelines 
There are following guidelines [22] for extraction 
and understanding of services;  
i. Realistic Representation 
Any service understood from the code must 
present real functional state in the program. This is the 
most important criteria if this is having any conflict with 
any other then this should be given priority because 
initial investigation goes through the program which is 
more trustworthy asset than a documentation.  
ii. Multiple representations for different abstraction of 
hierarchy 
Different development teams require different 
representations of services, for example, a programmer 
would like to have web services represented as code 
segments, while developer may require different types of 
forms as decision table, tree or chart to get the logical 
structure; so it must be represented in a hierarchy 
oriented way. Service understanding is more complex if 
they are in various constraints based perspectives, such 
as legal, marketing and technology. It is hardly tuff task 
to trace services without some form of abstractions or 
decomposition of the program. 
iii. Domain Oriented Policies  
Services expressed in the domain specific 
environment are far better because it connects with 
domain concept and propagates path for easy 
application. Then many tools can be applied for 
identification of logic of algorithm, data structures and 
other program entities.  
iv. Human-Assisted Automation 
As monolithic programs are huge having a lot of 
difficulties so if not impossible it is devised to use semi-
automatic tool for service understanding. The software 
maintainers prefer to have an interactive tool that allow 
them to extract services, simplify their representations, 
and provide linkage to the code, rather than providing a 
black-box tool that generate services code 
automatically. 
v. Maintenance Tool  
Understood services will be useful in other 
software reengineering activities. Understanding should 
be managed together with the monolithic software using 
the same tool as the mapping from any service to its 
corresponding code segments. This capability will 
permit the software engineers to focus on only those 
segments and functions of the software that is relevant 
to a particular service type. 
VII. onclusion  
This paper focused on program understanding 
and extraction for service orientation of monolithic code 
and presented various applied methods, techniques as 
clustering, web-mining, slicing, reverse engineering, and 
some more used tools that facilitates the automated 
process as Ha-Slicer with their previous applications, 
also presented the results and procedures, which was 
started with the understanding of code and finally 
concluded on the extraction of services. 
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C
h1 = 64
h2 = 48
h3 = 0
h4 = 100
h5 = 100
a1 = 0
a2 = 100
a3 = 94
a4 = 24
a5 = 0
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 : Service Extraction Process 
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